Kitty Wong - Purple Rain

Purple Rain
by WONG, Wing Lan Kitty (KITTY WONG)
email: idea_kitty@yahoo.com.hk
Material (all ribbons are 1 pack, or remains from previous projects to add in more colors)
2mm ribbon
Green #20, #32, #36, #80, #118
Purple #66, #72, #76, #78, #81, #88, Yellow #52 ,#54 Rose #42 White #103
4mm
Green #20, #23, #24, #32, #80
Rose #39 #43, #112 White #103 Orange #51
Purple #40, #64, #72, #76, #81, #88, #96
7mm
Green #15, #18, #20, #26, #32 #80
Rose #39, #43 Yellow #54 Cream #77, #102, #109, #134
Orange #47, #57, #37 Red #60
Organza Green
13mm
Green #28, #36
DMC cotton
3608, 610, 3782, white, 422, 844, 3861, 3021, 209, 727, 818, 761
Purple 341, 809, 3753
Greens 471, 934, 987, 989, 3012, 3051, 3052
Yellow 745, 972
Chameleon Thread
Tree Bark Cotton #88
Seaweed Silk #19
Mauve Whisper Silk #104
Fuchsia Silk #34
Wisteria Silk #95
Cobalt Silk #19
Clotted Cream Silk #17
Woolly Fibre for needle art: Butterscotch, Kiwifruit, Lime
Willow, feather from Tranquil Waters pack (Di)
Chenille TQ6 Dark Greyish Green
Threads by Ria, Boucle
Threads for Africa
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WISTERIA (PURPLE RAIN)
3 strands TREE BARK COTTON
random split stitches, long and short
Ribbon stitch with a small
round foot to add french
knots in random places to
make it look like real Wisteria
Pick any color from the purple
and purplish blue to do the
ribbon stitches (see above list)
I imagined there are 2 Wisteria
the left plant I use bluish purple
the right I use more purple ribbons.
I paint a little watercolor purple to
enhance the dimension of the
flower clusters.
Use Chameleon Silk, DMC
thread chosen for the purple
and blue range to make small,
loose french knots. At the tip
the Wisteria, add some straight
stitches.
I have added some silver beads
to imitate water drops on the
Wisteria flowers.
random french knots
at bottom of ribbon stitch

stumpwork for Wisteria

PINE TREES
DMC cotton Green #934, #3021
Chenille TQ6 Dark Greyish Green
Threads by Ria, Boucle
Use 3 to 4 strand of green thread to make the stem. Cut chenille and boucle into short
lengths and stitch onto the middle of the stem, branching out to make as pine leaves.
GREEN BUSH
Select the 4mm green ribbon and cotton thread. Make clusters of loose ribbon stitches.
In between the clusters, do some turkey stitch with green DMC thread (color of
your choice).
HYDRANGEA
Pink, White, light yellow. DMC #745, #761, white. 2 mm ribbon #52, #103.
Draw the branches and stem stitch the shape with brown thread
Make french knots, loose with pink, yellow; yellow, white; pink, white combination
with 2mm ribbon to highlight the cluster in ribbon stitch.
Choose 2 color of 4mm green ribbon to stitch the leaves.
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N.B. You can make some clusters on a cotton fabric, do a running stitch with 3mm
spacing around, cut and pull the thread. Stitch the clusters onto the print. It will increase
the dimension of the hydrangea. (See above, same method as Stumpwork Wisteria)
ORGANZA BUSH
Cut a piece of organza into a bush shape. Stitch onto the area and add color thread
on top with french knots.
Use some woolly fiber Green, secure the wool with small stitches in similar green
thread. Add some french knots with4mm green ribbon of your choice.
2 TREES above the woolly bush
Wrap stem stitch to make the truck thicker. I have also used woolly fiber and do some
ribbon stitches on top.
PINK BLUEBELLS
4mm #43, 7mm #43
At the tip of the bluebells use a thread in similar color (I choose 3608) to add some
straight stitches and hold a pointing tip of the shape of the flower.
GREEN BRANCHES (beside PINK BLUEBELLS)
Also stem stitch with brown thread. Use 7mm #5, #18 to make loop ribbon stitch.
SMALL TULIPS
2mm #78, lazy daisy stitch

CHAIRS
Wooden part, DMC #844, #610
#422, highlight with #3861
Do long and short straight stitches
Back of the seat, 3 strands #563
3 strands of #169. Weave alternate
rows. Split stitch on the side of the
seat.

CUSHION
Split stitch, stuff the cushion with
art and craft cotton to make it look
like real. DMC #422

Woven filling stitch
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RED ROSES
7mm #60, I put a deep red bead in the middle of some roses as buds.
ORANGE DAISIES
4mm #51 ribbon, yellow and orange thread for the bud of the flower in tight french knots.
YELLOW FLOWERS
2mm #52, #54, yellow thread #745, #972 make loops like turkey stitch, cut and brush
into furry effect.
HOT PINK FLOWERS
2mm #42, make some ribbon bow shape ribbon stitch and loop stitch. Hold the shape of
the loops in similar color thread and iridescent thread to give some metallic shininess
N.B. I made 2 stems with stumpwork effect.
Stumpwork are made in this way. Pick you colors.

2 green color thread, 2 strands
or 3 will be suitable.
Add 2mm ribbon, french knots or loop stitch.
Secure with similar color or green thread.
Dissolve some water soluble fabric, glue into shape.
WISTERIA PURPLE
same method as described.
Use purple colors as this is another
plant.
WILLOW
I used some furry tissue from
Tranquil Waters pack. Add 4mm #26
loop ribbon stitches.
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SMALL TREES
Choose the green thread you want, 3 or 4 strands. Make bullion stitch as trucks.
Woolly fiber with 2mm green ribbon. I made slight long ribbon stitch and the cut in the
middle of the ribbon.
FLOWERS IN VASE
7mm #39 make into loop stitch.
Buds are make with french knots
and some woolly fiber Butterscoth.
I made some large leaves with
13mm green ribbon.
The other flowers , you can use
any remain from other Di Van Niekerk
projects. Here I chose 7mm #52,
#76, white ribbon and a mix of
ream, white, lime green, pink thread.
TEAPOT, CUPS
I also stuffed with some craft
cotton at bottom before adding
highlights.

SMALL STUMPWORK BUSH
Running stitch along the inner of bush.
Cut a small hole at the back and
put some craft wool to make the bush
puffy.
Random turkey stitch, loop stitch.
French knots, long ribbon stitch.

BOTTOM RIGHT CORNER
7mm #77, #109, #134
Make 3 loop stitches in the middle as buds. Around the bud, make stitches with a thread
to do running stitch for maximum 10mm at the bottom side of the ribbon (the side facing
(the painting), pull to give the ruffles. Use the thread to make the petals into the shape you
want. Repeat 1 or 2 times for the same flower, finish the flower with some ribbon stitch.
The leaves are 7mm green and 6mm organza. I added stumpwork stems in orange flowers.
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